Recent global trends in the policing deaths and antipolicing protests of black people urge a reconsideration of the orientations and scope of black political thought. One of its central considerations must be black politics and its anticolonial/antiracial conditions of possibility. This is because the solidarity logics of blackness implicated in the signifier "black politics" continue to be insurgent in and repressed by Western capitalist, liberal democratic polities. Our understanding of the social, cultural, and existential oppositional activities among dispersed populations of African descent has been largely derived from black antislavery/ anticolonial/antiracial mobilizations spanning the sixteenth to twenty-first centuries. Nevertheless, it remains the case that black politics appears to be one of the least elucidated and most contested concepts in contemporary political discourse. This is partly because whatever has been represented and configured as black politics has also been routinely marginalized, pathologized, repudiated, or attacked in Western political theory and Western polities. Delineating and contributing to a distinctive field of black political thought has always required that we recuperate conceptually the Western-attributed outlaw status of black politics. Here the task also becomes thinking through the constitutively fugitive formations of black politics, tracking them as they cut into, interrupt, and expose the modern capitalist, liberal democratic tradition of representing the Western polity outside of its colonial-racial gestations.
Thinking about black politics in this way also requires being attentive to revealing and analyzing the repressions, repudiations, and violations of black politics in the Western colonial-racial order of things and populations. This approach, however, cannot be developed without recognizing that political mobilizations of "blackness" have always had different and dispersed meanings across time and space (e.g., in North America, Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, and Europe). It entails understanding different political forms of blackness as territorialization, where dissenting meanings and oppositional practices are inscribed in solidarities tied to particular events, debates, or situations within historical attachments to particular social boundaries (e.g., nations, cities, and histories).
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At the same time, we need to think about different political forms of blackness as deterritorialization.
2 This involves the creative disembedding of particular meanings of black solidarity from local events and settings, where these meanings become transferable to other places, linking previously disparate black communities in affinity and dialogical networks of discourses and activities. Since 2014 this political dynamic of territorialization and deterritorialization has increasingly become a mainstay in the proliferation of mobilizations against the violence of racial policing across the black diaspora under the political slogan "Black lives matter."
Against Western Normative Thought
How does our approach to black political thought think about the critique registered by various manifestations of black politics? In a revelatory sense, black politics is symptomatic of Western hegemony as white supremacy. Its incidence reveals formations of race and coloniality within Western polities that are regularly disavowed by Western normative thought. This means that black politics is structurally possible only in relation to Western normative regimes whose liberal-democratic-capitalist institutions are embedded in racial/colonial histories and formations belied by Western normative institutions. This has important consequences for how we understand the provenance of black political thought in relation to the Western polity. It means recognizing that, historically, unlike the Renaissance, the Reformation, or the Enlightenment in Western normative thought, antislavery, anticolonialism, and antiracism have yet to be considered significant to theorizing modern Western political categories, identities, and formations. At the same time, we have yet to fully explore how radical interventions and ideas introduced by black politics (e.g., white supremacy, racial capitalism, black bodily integrity, and black fugitivity) have confronted and exposed the conceptual insufficiency of Western normative thought. Schematically, Western normative thought works through categories that presuppose a universal hegemony of Western values (e.g., liberalism's humanist and edifying version of modernity), while treating race as an exception to the episteme of its normative rule. In oppositional distinction, the "black radical tradition" (Robinson 1983 ) acts as a site of critical thought. It provincializes and problematizes the idea of Western normativity, reinhabiting it with a critical marking and interrogation of modernity's colonial foundations, thereby conceptualizing race as constitutive of the episteme of Western normative rule.
Western critical thought is subversive of the colonial-racial foundations of Western hegemony and white supremacy. The intellectual challenge for the Western critical enterprise of black political thought is analogous to what has been suggested by Edouard Glissant for Caribbean thought in comprehending the dislocating impact of Atlantic slavery on any conventional sense of historical continuity and contemporary presence in social, cultural, and political formations. It becomes imperative to question any intellectual genre of divisions that might fracture the different possibilities of analytical and diasporic coherence in the contextual study of black politics and to develop an openness to "all the perspectives of the human sciences," challenging these divisions and their "inherited categories" where they constitute a potential "obstacle to a daring new methodology" (Glissant 1989: 65) . The aim is to generate alternative, critical interventions that inaugurate "a revaluation of the conventions of analytical thought" (65). That revaluation is important because black political thought shares much of the same analytical vocabulary as Western normative thought, as well as breaking with its normativity. Consequently, it becomes necessary to avoid any disabling collusions with political analyses inherited from conventions that have routinely dismissed critiques of their racial and colonial formations. This is what epitomizes the Western critical thinking of Cedric Robinson, Sylvia Wynter, Angela Davis, Stuart Hall, Hortense Spillers, Paul Gilroy, Saidiya Hartman, and Achille Mbembe. Each of these thinkers, in different ways, can be drawn on to explain how the national, classed, gendered, diasporic, black political subject, in its territorialized and deterritorialized incarnations, navigates and contests the violations and oppressions of Western normative ideals and institutions conventionally conceptualized as exterior to each other (e.g., humanism and racism). The Western polity is confronted by black political thought's exposure of it obscuring and denying its imbrication in the liberal and the colonial, democracy and race, universalism and Eurocentrism. Specifying and interrogating the resilient entanglements of race, its colonial disciplinary dynamics and hegemonic discourses of disavowal in Western polities continues to mark resistances to the shared and inherited black diasporic problem of racial subordination and racial violence, racially constrained democratic incorporation, and racially hypervisual exoticization in sports and entertainment (Iton 2008; Carrington 2010 ). All of this confronts black political thought today as much as it did during the early twentieth century.
Reconstructed Blackness
The principal metaphor of W. E. B. DuBois's Black Reconstruction in America ([1935] 1998) remains instructive for our version of black political thought. DuBois's reexamination of the politics of the Reconstruction period of American history (1860-80) is a radical critique of the Western institution of democracy in its racial form and idiom. To demonstrate this, DuBois foregrounds the subordinated black activist experience as the political lens through which to view the events of Reconstruction and its subsequent white historiography. He describes various circumstances in which the political and educational activities undertaken by the black population had been deemed a contaminant of the white institutional legitimation of US democracy, whether the black persons involved were enslaved or free. DuBois also noted that the actual participation of black people in the democratic institutions of Reconstruction, whether through voting, elections, assembly deliberations, or lawmaking, desired to go beyond the kind of freedom made racially available as an unprotected and unguaranteed citizenship by the federal government because it was antagonistic to the racial kind of democracy defined as representative of a modern nation-state. DuBois was aware that black politics ran counter to the white institution of US democracy. That countering emerged because, while slavery had been a constitutive part of democracy in the United States, its abolition now raised the black political question, how does one emancipate democracy from the white jurisdiction of race?
It was in relation to that kind of question that DuBois ([1935] 1998: 721) provides us with his rationale for black political thought, where he writes: "The chief witness in Reconstruction, the emancipated slave himself, has been almost barred from court. His written Reconstruction record has been largely destroyed and nearly always neglected. . . . In other words, every effort has been made to treat the Negro's part in Reconstruction with silence and contempt." Of course, the masculine idiom in which DuBois specified the Negro as the black political subject requires constant interrogation, interruption, and displacement. This should be borne in mind when drawing on DuBois's understanding of two theoretical problems posed for black political thought. First, there was the "racial revolution" of an expanded democracy in the United States following the Civil War, the abolition of slavery, and the short-lived egalitarian possibilities of Reconstruction. This had created and legitimated a white democracy in its practices, if not in its discourses. Second, there was the reemergent white democracy predicated on a disavowal of black politics in its administrative forms and the administrative removal of black populations from deepening their social participation in democracy. This had resulted in the discrediting of black politics. For DuBois ([1935] 1998: 715) , the disavowal of black politics began with the white political and intellectual erasure of the significance of black people's struggles to resist, escape, and abolish slavery, in an "attempt to enter democracy." For DuBois, the displacement of black politics from US political history and discourse was motivated by the desire to avoid any racial disruption to institutional arrangements that privileged the normativity of white hegemony. The politics of the ex-slaves presaged an insistence that democracy be transformed by the eradication of white hegemony and its expansion through black self-representation and participation. It suggested that race was constitutively structural in Western liberal democracy and that black politics existed in a relation of racial antagonism with the Western polity. Through this approach to conceptualizing black politics DuBois was also struggling to explain the Western performative political script of racially governing black populations through the imbricated rule of liberalism-colonialism and democracywhiteness, while formally representing these imbricated aspects of race through governance as if they were constitutionally separate and incommensurable. We can perhaps read the metaphor black reconstruction as evoking black politics in a symptomatic reading of the racial political form of the polity and society it confronted, which could not be deduced from the lexicon of US democracy and Western normative thought. Black politics was symptomatic of a white constitutive logic that ensured that Western democracy was underlined by its repression of a black politics that sought to transform or counteract it. In short, for DuBois black politics exposed the normalized white administration of a democratic regime, which became visible when confronted by the black politics that challenged it. As we will see, this metaphor of black reconstruction continues to resonate both contemporaneously and globally.
Contemporary Global Black Protest
The longue durée of black politics has been grounded in its reactions to the imbrication of the liberal-democratic and the colonial-racial in Western political formations. However, despite our apparent transition to the postcolonial and post-civil rights eras, Western states continue to reproduce and disavow the grounds for black politics. The question of the racial emancipation of democracy, or indeed its decolonization, therefore, recurrently poses irrepressible predicaments for black political thought. A half century after most states in Africa achieved independence and the civil rights movement in the United States succeeded in ending Jim Crow racial segregation, and a quarter century after black South Africans overthrew apartheid, renewed black protest movements around the globe are beginning to question the forms and aims of black politics and the limits of liberal democracy. Globally, black protest movements originating from local concerns are responding in different ways to the inability of liberal democracy to deliver robust racial justice and inviolable equal rights, drawing attention to the unfinished project of decolonization and the unrelenting dehumanization of black lives resulting from the precarity induced by global white supremacy (however much the latter may have morphed). A global wave of black protest is legible from uprisings against police violence in the United States, the United Kingdom, Brazil, France, Canada, and Israel and from student protests in South Africa.
3 A common thread in Western normative critiques of the disruptive tactics deployed by these black protesters is the notion that black rage is counterproductive and that it needs to be disciplined and contained in order to gain the legitimation of representative democracy. However, by focusing on the political experiences of those whom Anthony Bogues (2012) calls its "living corpses," we see that democracy has always been unrepresentative and incomplete because its racial denial of political rights to some-rather than being a contradiction of its core principles-has instead underwritten the white privileged ability of others to claim such rights.
The key insight of the black politics developing in these protests centers on marking Western democracy's white limits. At the same time, it also points to one of the fundamental paradoxes of black politics, namely, the invariable futility of directing activism toward a racially governing regime historically founded on the constitutive exclusion and violation of blackness. Meditating on the meaning of black politics in the postcolonial independence, post-civil rights, postapartheid era, Richard Iton (2008: 30-31) suggests that a "steady rhetorical retreat . . . has characterized black politics since the Cold War," marked by "the celebration of pragmatism, instrumentalism, and compromise . . . and the rhetorical shunning and shaming of protest activities." Iton highlights the poverty of political imagination exhibited by forms of black politics circumscribed by modern/colonial formations whose aim was inclusion within existing state structures and dominant subject formations. For us, this means that the pressing question in black politics is no longer civil separation versus civil integration, if indeed it ever was, but rather the foreclosure of more radical and transformative visions by acceptance of an improved version of the liberal democratic status quo as the limited horizon of political philosophy and political possibility. Faced with such a resilient conjuncture, Iton suggests that we need to move beyond "the predominance of the state as the sole frame for . . . progressive and transformative discourse and mobilization" (17). In his view, this means moving away from exclusive reliance on the formal arena of Western politics and reinvigorating the subversive and anarchic practices of black popular culture to cultivate more emancipatory and transformative political imaginaries. While our aim here is not to suggest that black politics should retreat entirely from the formally political, following Iton we do want to suggest that we need to think against and in excess of the centrality of the state as the horizon of political intelligibility.
One problem with state-and-rights-centric forms of black political activism is that their discourse becomes fixated on the state's responsibility to resolve its own failures to create and institutionalize racial justice. They promote a bizarre turn to the Western state as the ultimate safeguard of rights it has historically and racially denied. Indeed, to view it as the protector of rights given its long history as the source of violence against black citizens is almost perverse. Moreover, replacing bodies phenotypically marked as white with those phenotypically marked as black in elected office does not magically transform the racial character of the state (Goldberg 2001).
These strategic limitations of formal modes of black politics have been starkly exposed by protest movements in South Africa and the United States. For example, in 2016 the protests of black schoolgirls in South Africa against the failure to decolonize South African education at all levels was captured by the hashtag #StopRacismAtPretoriaGirlsHigh, which quickly went viral. The photographs and videos of young black girls proudly wearing Afros and facing off against adult white school administrators who had deemed natural hairstyles "untidy" or "barbaric" sparked global support far beyond South Africa and eventually led Ministry of Education officials to intervene and suspend the discriminatory hairstyle regulations. Yet the belated state action spurred by the global outcry following the black schoolgirls' protest was that of a South African state that has been dominated by a majority-black political party, the African National Congress (ANC), since the end of apartheid. The handover of political power to a predominantly black party did not radically transform the material conditions of poor, black South Africans, nor did it fundamentally alter the Eurocentric premises of educational institutions. T. O. Molefe (2016: 32) has argued that the ideas articulated by the #Fees-MustFall university student protesters represented "a departure from the nonracial conciliatory 'Rainbow Nation' project of Archbishop Desmond Tutu, [Nelson] Mandela, and the ANC and a new way of grappling with the outcomes of a history of patriarchy, slavery, imperialism, colonialism, white supremacy, and capitalism." South Africa's black student protests emphasized "anti-orthodoxy, solidarity, and revolution" (32), thereby questioning the meaning of state power and envisioning more revolutionary forms of black politics.
Meanwhile, in the United States it could be argued that one of the reasons the Black Lives Matter protests against gratuitous and disproportionate police violence (which is hardly a new phenomenon in nonwhite communities) gained such national visibility was that they occurred during the administration of a black president. That a black man could attain the highest elected political office in the country and yet black men, women, and children continued to be killed with impunity in the streets by the police raised deeply unsettling questions about the strategy of pursuing black restitution through electoral politics, mirroring what had been the dominant form of black politics in the United States in the post-civil rights era. The predictable contradictions of attempts to achieve radical change through formal politics aimed primarily at the state have thus been thrown into stark relief by contemporary black protest movements. We can think of black political thought, informed by these activisms, as attempting to create the conceptual space to articulate more emancipatory and decolonializing forms of black activism in order to begin imagining the process of designing alternatives to the colonial-racial constitutions of our postcolonial Western polities. Contrary to Iton's assessment of black politics in the first decade of the twentyfirst century, today we seem to be witnessing the emergence of revitalized black protest movements that articulate powerful ripostes to overly pragmatic, incremental, and state-centric forms of black politics with aspiring to other forms of black political reconstruction.
Black Rage / Black Death
How should black political thought understand and engage with the rage and anger in black protests against repeated racial atrocities? We recall an early 1960s interview with James Baldwin where he famously remarked, citing the existential, ethical, and political dilemmas facing black populations in the United States, that "to be a Negro in this country and to be relatively conscious, is to be in a rage almost all the time" (Baldwin et al. 1961: 205) . Arguably, today black rage has reached unprecedented public and global visibility, mediated by quotidian police killings of black people, new forms of relentless black activism, and ever-vigilant and vocal black social media. In the United States, the catalyst for the current focus on the politics of black death occurred in 2013 following the killing of the black teenager Trayvon Martin and the acquittal of his civilian killer, George Zimmerman. That was the occasion when the #BlackLivesMatter movement was inaugurated by the activism of three black queer women, Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi. Then in August 2014 black rage erupted in relation to the shooting of an unarmed black teenager, Michael Brown, by a white police officer, in Ferguson, Missouri. The subsequent violent response by law enforcement to protests in Ferguson and black social media responses to that event created the spectacle and signifier #Ferguson, which inaugurated a critique of three overlapping racial facts. First, it critiqued the killings of young black people by the police and the racial pathologization of black victims by the police and corporate mass media. Second, it signified the racial terrorism and militarization of the police and the criminalization of black protest. Third, it signified (contrary to claims that the United States had become a color-blind society in the wake of the 1960s and particularly after the election of Barack Obama in 2008) the continued hegemony of white supremacy, which was heightened by the deference to unquestioned police authority expected of citizens and the media post-9/11. Since then, the political visibility and social media dissemination of killings of black people by the police have become virtually quotidian, while the diverse and decentered #BlackLivesMatter movement is viewed as a new civil rights movement for the twenty-first century. It is clear that Black Lives Matter has borrowed tactics from earlier protest movements (e.g., black power, black feminism), particularly the emphasis on publicly disruptive demonstrations and expositional uses of popular culture. It has also pioneered new strategies, such as the use of social media to organize, heighten immediacy, and widen the scope of the public that acts as witness to the disposability of black lives. The Baltimore protests of April 2015, following the police-induced death of Freddie Gray, renewed the sense of crisis in black communities, signifying an evolving and uncertain political conjuncture of repeated acts of police violence against black bodies followed by innovative forms of organized black exposure of such violence that challenge the notion of democratic politics as usual. There is thus a prevailing undecidability in black political forms that needs to be understood if black rage is to lead to more than a tragically predictable impasse: black death, followed by protest, calls to await the work of the legal system, indictment or nonindictment, nonconviction, and repeat, in an endless loop. Black political thought has to grapple with the contemporary crisis of visible and unapologetic white supremacist rule, the pathologization of black rage, and the normalization of spectacles of black pain and suffering.
However, tracing the recent evolution of black protest in the United States should not be taken as license to privilege the United States in our analyses of black politics or in our conceptualization of black political thought. Too often attempts to think about black politics transnationally in the current conjuncture are framed in terms of how the concern with the disposability of black life articulated by the Black Lives Matter movement in the United States has resonated and echoed elsewhere (see, e.g., Hooker 2017) . A more conceptually productive approach is to analyze the Black Lives Matter movement as part of a global moment of resurgent black protest, as exemplified in the various South African student movements or in the decades-long movements protesting police violence and brutality against black communities in Brazil led by black women, and in the UK by black defense groups (see Perry 2013; Smith 2016; Bangura 2016) . Equally instructive is the question of how black protest strategies become deterritorialized and reterritorialized as they "travel" from place to place.
How does the meaning of the signifier #Ferguson shift, for example, when it becomes part of the French black protest organization called Ferguson in Paris? Founded in September 2014 following the murder of Brown by US police, Ferguson in Paris was created by French activists fighting against "Negrophobia" and all forms of racism and discrimination. Its goal is "to demonstrate that in France, as in the U.S. and around the world, the same people are oppressed by neo-colonial capitalism, and although the contexts are different in different countries, the oppressive patterns remain the same" (Ferguson in Paris 2016; our translation). Ferguson in Paris thus evokes familiar images: Brown's slain body lying in the street, protesters being teargassed and confronted by heavily armed police, and the violent repression of black protest. At the same time, Ferguson in Paris dislocates these familiar patterns of racialized oppression by transposing them to the Parisian banlieues (suburbs), which have been the site of violent protests against French racism for decades. Ferguson in Paris is thus not a declaration of the sameness of black suburban spaces; it is rather an attempt to shake the certainty of the French about their society's lack of racism by the jarring juxtaposition of a US example of contemporary racial terror and state depredation of black communities with the iconic (and implicitly nonblack) space "Paris." The history of black mobilization in the French banlieues predates the Black Lives Matter movement in the United States, but it raises analogous questions about the implications of the spatial politics of race for the preservation of black life. We know that black movements in the United States have dealt with questions of gentrification and disinvestment in urban black communities for decades. The existence of Ferguson in Paris, urban black movements in Brazil fighting displacement and state violence, and black defense organizations in the UK protesting black deaths in police custody makes clear that the links between the construction of urban space, the criminalization of blackness, and the displacement of black bodies and communities are in no way limited to the United States. The displays of black rage in South Africa, Latin America, and Europe are thus not movements sparked in response to Black Lives Matter, nor are they simply echoing US concerns. Each site of activism is implicated in the elaboration of globalized black protest.
Back to Black Life
The individuality and sociality of black people's lives have long been politicized by the violent and governing intrusions of race as a regime of social order. Contributors to this issue of South Atlantic Quarterly are thus grappling with and reflecting on the meaning of black life in black politics in the history of the present. We are concerned with how black political thought in its various incarnations can navigate pathways beyond the impasse of this globalracial conjuncture. Echoing earlier black thinkers' refusal to conceptualize the problem of racism as the "Negro problem," we also resist the liberal-democratic problematization of nonformalized black politics as social pathology. We aim to point the way forward for how to not conceptualize black politics as a problem. We underline the failures and inhospitality of liberal democratic theory in accepting black anger as a coherent response to racial terror and police violence and suggest that the critique of disruptive forms of black protest as counterproductive (because they preclude white empathy) should be turned on its head by focusing instead on how other forces, such as white grievance, are shaping contemporary forms of state racial violence and subordinating black politics.
In line with our commitment to enlarge dominant understandings of the central questions of black political thought to highlight black queer and black feminist perspectives, we also believe that it is necessary to question the consequences of focusing black politics on black death. There are significant limitations to centering the dead black body in black politics, particularly because the violence experienced by black women is different from that experienced by black men and also because the police are not the only means through which the state acts on black bodies. State violence manifests itself in different ways on different types of black bodies. For black transgender persons, for instance, the violence of the state acts on their bodies in ostensibly nonpublic spaces via bathroom laws or the myriad quotidian dangers of living as a non-cisgender person (Snorton and Haritaworn 2013) . A capacious conception of black politics not focused solely on black death may thus be necessary to conceive a politics of black life as an emancipated sociality, by which we mean the emancipation of black comportment and black identity from the white regulations and requirements emanating from the dominant regime of race performativity (see Hesse 2011) .
Against that background we believe the following to be some of the major questions about black politics posed by today's global black protest movements: How should we conceptualize contemporary black rage? Have Ferguson and South Africa finally revealed the exhaustion of black politics as conventionally understood in electoral, civil rights, or black power terms? Has this conjuncture demonstrated the deeper impossibility of addressing the problem of white supremacy within the confines of liberal, capitalist democracy? Is the policing of black populations a reconfiguration of the citizen/subject relation initiated during racial slavery? What are the limits or challenges of centering black politics on black death? How can "black" protest include the full lexicon of blackness in national, class, diaspora, gender, transgender, and sexuality terms? Questions such as these suggest that the prove-nance of black political thought is by no means a provincial one. As Angela Davis (2016: 112) has recently observed about previous eras of black protest, black politics "is a centuries-old struggle to achieve and expand freedom for us all."
Notes
The articles in this collection were originally presented at a panel on black political thought after Ferguson at the 2015 Western Political Science Association annual meeting and subsequently at a Black Politics-History-Theory workshop at Northwestern University in 2016. We thank the audiences at those events, and we especially acknowledge the contributions made by Stephen Marshall and Sherwin Bryant to developing these discussions. 1 For example, the US-based civil rights movement during the late 1950s and the 1960s. 2
For example, the various black power and black consciousness movements in South Africa, the United States, Jamaica, Trinidad, and the United Kingdom during the 1970s. 3
The term is a reference to the successful #RhodesMustFall student protests in 2015 to remove a statue of the British imperialist Cecil J. Rhodes from the University of Cape Town campus and the subsequent #FeesMustFall student protests of 2015 and 2016 driven by opposition to fee increases but also by demands for racially equitable access to universities and decolonization of the curriculum.
